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The CDC document is titled, “CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-
nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel.” It is dated July 13,
2020.

Buried deep in the document, on page 39, in a section titled,
“Performance  Characteristics,”  we  have  this:  “Since  no
quantified  virus  isolates  of  the  2019-nCoV  are  currently
available, assays [diagnostic tests] designed for detection of
the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in
vitro transcribed full length RNA…”

The key phrase there is: “Since no quantified virus isolates
of the 2019-nCoV are currently available…”

Every object that exists can be quantified, which is to say,
measured. The use of the term “quantified” in that phrase
means: the CDC has no measurable amount of the virus, because
it is unavailable. THE CDC HAS NO VIRUS.

A further tip-off is the use of the word ‘isolates.” This
means NO ISOLATED VIRUS IS AVAILABLE.

Another way to put it: NO ONE HAS AN ISOLATED SPECIMEN OF THE
COVID-19 VIRUS.
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NO ONE HAS ISOLATED THE COVID-19 VIRUS.

THEREFORE, NO ONE HAS PROVED THAT IT EXISTS.

As if this were not enough of a revelation to shock the world,
the CDC goes on to say they are presenting a diagnostic PCR
test  to  detect  the  virus-that-hasn’t-been-isolated…and  the
test is looking for RNA which is PRESUMED to come from the
virus that hasn’t been proved to exist.

And using this test, the CDC and every other public health
agency in the world are counting COVID cases and deaths…and
governments have instituted lockdowns and economic devastation
using those case and death numbers as justification.

If  people  believe  “you  have  the  virus  but  it  is  not
available,” and you have the virus except it is buried within
other material and hasn’t been extracted and purified and
isolated,  these  people  believe  the  moon  is  made  of  green
cheese.

This is like saying. “We have the 20 trillion dollars, they
are contained somewhere in our myriad accounts, we just don’t
know where.” If you don’t know where, you don’t know you have
the money.

“The  car  keys  are  somewhere  in  the  house.  We  just  don’t
where.” Really? If you don’t know where, you don’t know the
keys are in the house.

“The missing cruise missile is somewhere in the arsenal, we
just don’t where.” No. If you don’t know where, you don’t know
the missile is in the arsenal.

“The COVID-19 virus is somewhere in the material we have—we
just haven’t removed it from that material. But we know what
it is and we’ve identified it and we know its structure.” NO
YOU DON’T. YOU ASSUME THAT.

Science is not assumptions.



“But…but…there is a study which says a few researchers in a
lab isolated the virus…”

They say they did. But in July, the CDC is saying no virus is
available. I guess that means trucks were not available to
bring the virus from that lab to the CDC. The trucks were out
of gas. It was raining. The bridge was washed out. The trucks
were in the shop. Joe, the driver, couldn’t find his mask, and
he didn’t want to leave home without it…

Science is not assumptions.

The pandemic is a fraud, down to the root of the poisonous
tree.

 


